For more than 40 years, Psychotherapy Networker has been dedicated to offering practical guidance, creative inspiration, and a sense of community to therapists around the world. Our flagship magazine is widely honored for its incisive coverage of the everyday challenges of clinical practice and the latest advances shaping the field. In addition to providing year-round online continuing education trainings, we host the largest annual conference for mental health professionals in the world—the Psychotherapy Networker Symposium.

**Position Summary**

We're a small, dynamic nonprofit organization currently looking for a Director of Clinical Content to play a key role in ensuring the growth and success of our organization.

The Director of Clinical Content's primary responsibility will be to ensure that we continue to explore fresh and exciting ideas around clinical practice in our magazine, continuing education courses, and annual Symposium.

This person will develop strong relationships with thought leaders in our field, keep a sharp eye on new developments and important conversations in psychotherapy—and seek out new voices whose distinct perspectives and approaches deserve to be highlighted for our audience of over 100,000 therapists.

With their deep knowledge of the field and understanding of the unique space Psychotherapy Networker occupies, this person will assist in finding innovative ways to shape the ever-evolving “story” of psychotherapy.

We're looking for a wildly creative and talented person with a passion for the field of psychotherapy and experience as a practitioner. The person in this position should have outstanding creative writing and editing skills. Leadership and project-management skills are also a must, as is the ability to collaborate effectively with our team. Good camera and stage presence is a bonus!

**Responsibilities**

- Ensure the clinical relevance of the magazine in collaboration with an amazing staff of writers and editors
- Contribute to interesting, cutting-edge, clinically oriented continuing education programming by working with leading experts in the field
• Collaborate with our team to shape the clinical content of our annual Symposium, in part by recruiting new voices in the field and helping to give form to their ideas
• Provide editorial guidance for authors as well as writing articles
• Help guide the vision and growth of our organization
• Stay abreast of the latest developments shaping the psychotherapy field
• Work with our team to help grow our online audience through innovative ideas for content distribution and marketing

Requirements

• At least 10 years' experience as a psychotherapist with either a master's degree or PhD
• Curious-minded conversationalist with great networking skills
• Skilled at generating and shaping ideas, content, learning opportunities
• Comfortable making large strategic decisions
• Solid understanding of current trends in therapy, publishing, learning platforms, marketing
• Excellent communication and collaboration skills—as well as a creative, flexible, and fun disposition
• Proven ability to develop and manage projects, including successful training programs
• Good on-camera presence
• Advanced editorial and writing skills, with a passion for storytelling
• Experience managing people and projects
• Excellent attention to detail and organizational skills

Interested in applying? Please send your resume and cover letter to careers@pesi.com.

Best,
Psychotherapy Networker

Note: Psychotherapy Networker is an Equal Opportunity Employer.